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Data Cleansing Software

Each year close to 30% of your data can be rendered deficient or incomplete. Even worst, 
somewhere between 10% to 25% of these records have errors, creating a major problem for 
salespeople and business managers, as it prevents them from doing their job safely and 
effectively, thus wasting hundreds of hours, dollars, and resources on data cleansing efforts.

Standardize · Normalize · Sort · Suppress · Validate · Enrich

Customer loyalty. The ability to create a 
personalized approach to each set of your 
consumers based on their preferences is 
made possible by high quality customer 
data.
Make data driven decisions based on 
reliable data. Validate and take action 
before committing to important processes 
and operations.

What are the benefits to data cleansing?

Improve and optimize your services and 
products. Gather information about the goods 
and services and capture audience pulse to 
deliver a better experience.
Boost your marketing strategies. Possession of 
high-quality customer data makes it possible 
for various marketing and sales methods to 
be implemented more successfully.

Why pay more for less, our unicorn 
business model allows a one 
man band and small to medium 
companies pay on the go, with 
credits or our pay per match check 
out options. For the the big dogs we 
don’t sacrifice quality for quantity 
and can count on the best bang for 
your buck with guaranteed lowest 
price without loosing our Fortune 
500 memory.

Book DEMOSaaS (Pay-as-you-Go) • Monthly • Annual • Rent Software + Experts by the Hour (RDP)
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Identify members residing in the same place 
(either members of the same household or 
employees of the same company) by using 
householding techniques.
Specially designed to be used by anyone, 
not just IT personnel. (Data Analysts, Data 
Scientists, Business Leaders, Admin, C-Level 
Executives, Marketing and more!)
With our drag and drop solution be on your 
way to data quality heaven in a matter of 
minutes.
Import existing business rules and 
dictionaries for quick implementation and 
put us on cruise control.

The most accurate B2B and B2C data 
cleansing software to date.
Data cleansing, also known as data wrangling or data scrubbing, is the process of identifying and 
correcting errors, duplicate data, and unnecessary data. Data cleansing is a vital step in the data 
preparation process that enables reliable data quality resulting in accurate visualizations, models, 
and data based decisions.

Analytics, algorithms and models are merely 
a representation of  data pre data wrangling. 
Gartner reports say 25% of enterprise data 
is flawed on average. Companies lose out 
on their total profits, a result of dirty data, 
but they also suffer significant non-financial 
losses. To be a leader in your industry clean 
data is a must. As Gartner says, dirty data is 
a business problem, not an IT problem.

How can our CUBO iQ® software help you clean 
your data?

Completely transform the way 
you view your data! Take your 

data quality initiative to another 
level today! Freemium version 

available.

Are you ready 
to clean up your 

crappy data?

Test Drive CUBO iQ®

Why is data 
cleansing important?
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